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Krs 1 Sound Of Da Police

Him want it So he put on a badge and kill people for it My grandfather had to deal with the cops.. net Реклама на сайте
Продвижение трека Описание услуг Приложение Зарегистрированный товарный знак ЗАЙЦЕВ.. The song begins with
KRS-One whooping twice to evoke a police siren (the sound of the police); this recurs several times throughout the song.. , a
non-profit organization. Rick Ross, Lil Baby Its Been So Long But Its Lo-fi - Roblox Song ID Yakuza - Bakamitai - Roblox
Song ID Sefa - Wat Zullen We Drinken - Roblox Song ID Good In Goodbye - Madison B - Roblox Song ID.. Rap Released
December 6, 1993 Recorded 1993 Genre Conscious hip hop, political hip hop citation needed Length 4: 18 Label Jive
Songwriter(s) Eric Burdon, Chas Chandler, Rodney Lemay, Alan Lomax, Lawrence Parker Producer(s) Showbiz KRS-One
singles chronology.. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources Find sources: Sound of da Police
news newspapers books scholar JSTOR ( August 2014 ) ( Learn how and when to remove this template message ).. Krs 1 Sound
Of Da Police Movie Ride AlongIt was featured as an in-game radio selection in the 2015 video game Battlefield Hardline (by
Electronic Arts ), and was used for the end credits of the 2016 movie Ride Along 2 7 and in the 2016 published The Angry
Birds Movie soundtrack.

By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy Wikipedia is a registered trademark of the Wikimedia
Foundation, Inc.. Sound of da Police Lyrics by KRS-One Woop-woop Thats the sound of da police Thats the sound of the
beast.. Released in December 1993 as the second and final single from his debut solo album, Return of the Boom Bap, it
reached number 89 on the US Billboard Hot 100.. The Whoop whoop, sound of da police hook has been referenced by ska -
punk band Sonic Boom Six on their track Piggy In The Middle 9 and in metal band Skindred on the title track of their 2002
debut album Babylon.. The heavy bass sample loop was taken from Grand Funk Railroad s cover of Inside-Looking Out, the
final track of their LP Grand Funk.. You cant stand where I stand, you cant walk w Lyrics Provided by LyricFind Terms KRS-
One Sound of da Police Lyrics.. Политика конфиденциальности Пользовательское соглашение Правообладателям Работа
в Zaycev.. But just a mere Black man, them want check me Them check out me car for it shine like the sun.. In this respect, it
resembles NWAs Fuck tha Police, released 5 years earlier Krs 1 Sound Of Da Police Movie Ride AlongOr when my car is
hooked up, you know you wanna follow me Your laws are minimal.. НЕТ ZAYCEV NET 2004-2020 Пожаловаться на
нарушение авторских прав DMCA complain.
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